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ABSTRACT 
This thesis aims to build a working design-analyze-optimize methodology for Alstom Power 
Sweden AB at Växjö, Sweden. In order to be profitable in today’s competitive industrial product 
market, it is necessary to engineer optimized products fast. This involves CAD design and FEA 
analysis to work within an optimization routine in a seamless fashion which will result in a more 
profitable product. 

This approach can be understood as a model-based design, where the 3D CAD data is central to 
the product life cycle. The present approach provides many benefits to a company because of the 
use of a central database ensure access to the latest release of the 3D model. This allows for a 
streamlined design to fabrication life cycle with inputs from all departments of a product based 
company. 

Alstom is looking into automating some of their design process so as to achieve efficiency within 
their design department. This report is the result of a study where an industrial silo is taken as an 
example. A design loop involving CAD design and FE analysis is built to work with an 
optimization routine to minimize the mass and also ensure structural stiffness and stability.   

Most engineers work with a lot of constraints with regard to material stock size and other design 
codes (e.g. Euro Codes). In this report an efficient way to design an industrial product in a 3D 
CAD (CATIA) program so as to stay within these constrains and still obtain credible computation 
results within an optimization loop will be discussed.   

Key Words: - Structural Optimization, Product Engineering Optimizer, Silo, CAD design, 
CATIA, Model-Centric Design 

   



ALSTOM  
Alstom is a Group with a long, rich history, dating back officially to 1928 but with even more 
ancient roots in certain countries. It is a French multinational conglomerate which holds interests 
in the power generation and transport markets with annual sales of more than €15 billion. Alstom 
employees more than 65,000 people in 70 countries and is headquartered in Levallois-Perret, near 
Paris 
  
Alstom Power AB is a global leader in power generation with a portfolio of products covering 
all fuel types. Close to 25% of the world's power production capacity depends on Alstom 
technology and services. Whether in design, manufacture, procurement or servicing, Alstom is 
setting the benchmark for innovative technologies that provide clean, efficient, flexible and 
integrated power solutions. 
  
Alstom Power Sweden AB is a world-leading supplier of products, service and turn-key 
solutions for power generation with more than one hundred years of experience in Sweden. The 
Swedish headquarter is located in Norrköping. Other main sites are Västerås, Växjö and 
Stockholm. Altogether, 1800 people work at Alstom’s four branches in Sweden.  
 
Alstom Power Sweden sells and supplies a wide range of products and services, e.g. gas and 
steam turbines, hydro power systems, generators and flue-gas cleaning plants, as well as trains 
and other products in the field of transportation.  
 
The Environmental Control System (ECS) business area located in Växjö is a world leading 
supplier of environmental technology. Alstom delivers systems for air pollution control for power 
and industry sectors like the waste incineration plants, power plants as well as upgrading and 
service of existing hydro power plants.  



Dassault Systèmes & CATIA 
Dassault Systèmes a world leader in 3D and Product Lifecycle
Dassault Systèmes brings value to more than 130,000 customers i
3D software market since 1981, Dassault Systèmes applications p

 Management (PLM) solutions, 
n 80 countries. A pioneer in the 
rovide a 3D vision of the entire 

lifecycle of products from conception to maintenance to recycling. The Dassault Systèmes 
portfolio consists of CATIA for designing the virtual product - SolidWorks for 3D mechanical 
design - DELMIA for virtual production - SIMULIA for virtual testing - ENOVIA for global 
collaborative lifecycle management, and 3DVIA for online 3D lifelike experiences [13]. 
  
CATIA, DELMIA, ENOVIA, SIMULIA, Solid Works and 3D VIA are registered trademarks of 
Dassault Systèmes or its subsidiaries in the US and/or other countries [13]. 
  
CATIA (Computer Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application) is a multi-platform 
CAD/CAM/CAE commercial software suite written in the C++ programming language and is  
the cornerstone of the Dassault Systèmes product lifecycle management software suite. The 
software was created in the late 1970s and early 1980s to develop Dassault's Mirage fighter jet, 
and then was adopted in the aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding, and other industries [3].  
  
CATIA is a very powerful tool which supports the entire phase of a product design cycle. The 
functionalities are wide ranging and have become very popular with almost all industries. CATIA 
allows not only the creation of intelligent design but also FEA analysis, CFD Analysis, 
Ergonomic study and also kinematic study.  
  
In this project CATIA.V5.R18 SP5 is used for optimization of an industrial silo. 
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Notations 

CATIA -  Computer Aided Three dimensional Interactive Application 

g -  Acceleration due to gravity 

FEA -  Finite element analysis 

FEM-  Finite element method 

GUI-  Graphical user interface 

BLF- Buckling load factor 

HVAC –  Heating ventilation and air conditioning 

SA - Simulated Annealing  

ROI- Return on Investment 

NURBS- Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline. 

PDE- Partial Differential Equation 

VB-  Visual Basic 

CATIA FEATURES 

Join -   Tool to aggregate geometric elements 

Rules -   A function in which a programming script can be inputted 

Reactions - A function in which a programming script can be inputted 

triggered by an event. 

Surface Mesher –  Tool to automate the meshing of a surface 

Surface –   A Feature that does not have any thickness  

CAA – Component Application architecture. Product to customize CATIA  

Geometrical Set  This feature enables gathering of various features in the same set 

or sub-set and organize the specification tree. 

PC  Power Copy 

UDF  User Defined function 

Loop Loops use the scripting language to drive the creation, 

modification and deletion of a set of features 

EKL- Engineering Knowledge Language. A language used to define the 

various kinds of Knowledge artifacts available in the different 

products of the Knowledgeware solution.
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Chapter 1: Silo Design  
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Silo Design 
In this chapter a brief introduction to silos, their design and construction, as well as the 

problem specification and objective of this report will be given.  

1.1 Back ground  
Alstom power Sweden AB (in Växjö) is a leader in Environmental Control System for 

industrial use. In order to be competitive in today’s market, there is a need to improve their 

process and be efficient at all levels of their business process. Alstom have identified many 

ways of improving the profit margin and one of their identified paths is to have a faster design 

cycle resulting in optimized products.  

Alstom have applied optimization through various standard methods but so far it has always 

been necessary to transfer data from one system to another. Alstom’s design platform is 

CATIA but to optimize their design they are forced to translate their data to a format 

compatible to other optimization system like Optistruct [6] ,Nastran [7]  or SAP2000 [8].    

Figure 1.1: Structural Optimization in the design loop 

This thesis work aims at investigating whether it is possible to perform a structural 

optimization in the same software tool (CATIA) where the design has been done. This 

approach is called a Model-Centric approach to design.  

It has been requested by Alstom that an industrial Silo, see Figure 1.2, should be chosen as a 

proof of concept for Model-Centric design because:  

- A silo is structurally simple. 

- A silo is part of all their deliverables. 

- Some methodologies developed for silos can be used on other products having 

similar dependencies between CAD and FEM.   

This chapter discusses Silos, their design and construction and structural analysis of silos. 

These three topics form the core of this project. Understanding and implementing the design 

and analysis process to form a seamless framework for the optimization to work is one of the 

objectives of this report (Figure 1.1). Problem specification and the need for optimization will 

also be discussed in detail.  
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Figure 1 2 Circular Steel Silo 
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1.1.1 Silo Background  

A silo is a structure for storing bulk materials. They are used for bulk storage of grain, coal, 

cement, carbon black, woodchips, food products and sawdust. They are used in many 

agricultural, mining, food and chemical industries [9]. For example, in the mining industry, 

they are used at various instances (Figure 1.3).  

Figure 1.3 The Role of Bulk Solids Storage In Industrial Processes [9] 

There are many types of silos namely cement storage silos, bag silos, tanks,  bins, Concrete 

stave silos, Low-oxygen tower silos etc. Alstom uses silos to store coke, lime and gypsum 

which are used in the chemical reduction of flue gases generated from thermal plants before it 

is taken and cleaned in the static precipitator. Only treated air is let out into the atmosphere. A 

typical Alstom silo is about 7,000kg, 20m tall and can have a net volume of about 250m
3
. So 

in this project a Silo would mean something similar to the figure shown (Figure 1.2), which 

can be described broadly as a tall circular steel silo. 

1.1.2 Metal Silo nomenclature, design and Construction 

Metal silos are produced in a variety of forms [10]. Some of them are  

� Circular, square, rectangular in plan form 

� Bunkers and tall cylinders 

� Built with isotropic walls with stiffening plates or Built with horizontal or vertical 

corrugated sheets with orthogonal stiffeners 

� Silos supported on ground or elevated supports  

In this project a silo which is tall, circular, made with isotropic plates and supported above the 

ground to allow for efficient material discharge will be considered. The main parts of a silo 

are the silo body, hopper, roof, plate stiffeners and vertical stiffeners (Figure 1.2). Silo Body 

along with the hopper is the actual storage area of the silo. Hoppers are funnel structure which 

facilitate unloading of material from the Silo onto a transportation device. The plate and 

vertical stiffeners greatly aid the mechanical strength of the structure by acting as load 

carrying member. The roof of the silo can be flat as shown in the figure 1.2 or conical. 

Conical roofed silos are found in areas where there is snow fall. Roofs generally contain 

mechanism for material inlet and sensors which measures material flow rate into the silo. It 

also has stiffening beams welded to give structural stability. It will be shown that linking the 

geometry to a design table, we can optimize the structure with standard geometrical 

dimensions, i.e. we can ask the optimizer to select only standard parts. The number of plate or 

vertical stiffeners, the thickness of each sheet metal parts depend on the application and the 

installation environment. 
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Silos are most commonly constructed from uniform isotropic rolled plates, welded together to 

form a structure. For shorter and medium sized silos, corrugated sheets where the corrugations 

run circumferentially are sometimes used in the construction of the silo body. On the other 

hand, hoppers are mostly made from rolled plates. The metal plates are usually thin and are 

made of Steel [9][10].  

Even though lighter grades of steel can be used for roof, it is avoided because the welding and 

logistics become complicated. So, only a single material is used for the silo structure 

construction.  

Most steel silos are very thin shells, with a radius which may typically be between 300 and 

3000 times the thickness of the wall (300 < R/t < 3000). Because they are thin with respect to 

the dimensions of the silo, they can be analyzed as shells In order to withstand stresses from 

various loads which the structure will experience during its working life, it can be stiffened by 

plate and vertical stiffeners  [9][10].  

Silos are designed according to the Euro codes (Eurocode 3, Part 4-1, BS EN 1993-4-1), 

according to which most silo structures in Europe are designed [9][11] . They have specified 

many loading conditions like wind load, earthquake load, pressure load, snow load etc. The 

Euro code also guide in many other aspects of silo design, construction and installation. It is 

also worth mentioning that the only other code available is the Japanese code (JIS 1987), 

which can help in the design of a silo, but there exists many guides on metal silo loads 

[9][10]. 

1.1.3 Silo Loads and Failure 

Silos are large structures which have to withstand the forces of nature like the wind force, 

snow load on roof, as well as earthquakes. These forces are generally not symmetrical so 

careful design has to be done so that the structure does not fail or collapse in the event of 

sudden change in environmental conditions.  More on these forces and design guide lines can 

be found in [9][10] . 

Silos are built to store material and facilitate easy removal of the stored material. So the 

loading force during filling of the silo as well as discharge force has to be taken into 

consideration during design. Loading forces are generally symmetrical. This is why a circular 

silo is preferred over square or rectangular silos. The circular shell is the most efficient of the 

structural form, carrying a wide range of different loadings by direct tension or compression 

[9]. In real world situations where bulk materials are stored, side wall friction, internal 

friction, resonance and vibration, wind loading, space and height constraints, abrasion and of 

course cost all require careful consideration in silo design. It is important to consider a 

combination of these loads during design of the structure. For example a combination of wind 

load, snow load and earthquake in a predefined ratio of 0.5:0.3:0.2. As mentioned before there 

are guidelines for choosing load levels in the Euro Codes. 

Loads to be considered during an actual design are vast in number and out of scope of this 

project. In this project only loads due to wind, earthquake (seismic load), snow and the weight 

of the structural elements will be considered. Also, a combination of these loads cases which 

can simulate real conditions because all of the above mentioned loads need not act at full 

capacity at the same time.  

Silo failure can occur due to many reasons [12].  

I. Failure due to design error. 

II. Failure due to fabrication and erection error.  

III. Failure due to improper usage. 

IV. Failure due to improper maintenance. 
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This was an interesting read mainly because it was fascinating to find out that there are so 

many factors that can go wrong in an industrial engineering product life cycle. In this project 

failures due to design error will only be considered.  

1.1.4 Structural Analysis 

Structural integrity can be checked before fabrication using many methods for e.g. FEA. As 

mentioned before Euro codes suggest many different load conditions and load cases specific 

to silos and this information can be applied to a FEA to check for structure stiffness and 

safety. A much less detailed model should be used for FEA, because it becomes difficult for 

preprocessing and meshing of the model (see chapter 4). Therefore only the structural or the 

load carrying parts are modeled and simulated. This fact is even more relevant if the tools 

used for structural design and analyses are different [13].  

A CAD-FEA iterated simulation should result in a structure that will not fail under buckling 

or yield under the applied loads. The analysis requires that the loads acting on the silo do not 

create a failure stress. That is the maximum stress on the structure should be less than the 

yield stress of the material. Another more important cause of failure in a silo is buckling 

because they are usually built thin and tall, and so is very prone to buckling failure. The 

literature suggests the most common failure of a silo is due to buckling. (See figure 1.4) 

Figure 1.4 The brand new 9000 ton bolted steel silo split apart two weeks after it was 

first filled to capacity [12] 

Buckling: In science, buckling is a mathematical instability, leading to a failure mode. It 

occurs due to eccentricities which induces moment leading to instability. Buckling Load 

Factor (BLF) can be explained through an example. Consider a buckling load factor for a 

beam with load 100N as 3.20 for a mode 1 buckling analysis. Then the buckling will occur at 

3.2 x 100 =320N, and it’s called the critical buckling load.  Some interesting cases come into 

the picture with the definition of buckling load factor [14].  

a. 1 � BLF: --------- Buckling cannot be predicted with linear methods.

b. -1�BLF� 1 : ----  Buckling can be predicted.

c. BLF � – 1: ------- Buckling cannot be predicted with linear methods.

A negative buckling factor refers to a load case where the structure will buckle if all the load 

cases are reversed. BLF values greater than one should be a good value as suggested earlier. 

Very high BLF will result in silos that are too heavy and expensive. 

An FE analysis will involve meshing, application of loads, computation and finally result 

evaluation.  The results of the finite element static and buckling tests are used as objective 

function and constraint values in the optimization routines to check for better design 

configurations.  
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Most of the literature ([9][10][15][16][17][18]) suggest that design is still done using hand 

calculations and thumb rules. In Alstom, analysis is done using a FEA package, but  

optimization using an FEA package has not yet been implemented. Reason of course is that 

the present methods work and the procedure is well understood by the practicing engineers. 

Saving weight means more profit. The actual fabrication of the silo is given out to steel 

suppliers, who estimate the cost of fabrication according to the weight of the silo. Therefore, 

lesser the weight means lesser fabrication and erection costs.  

From the previous topics, it is understood a silo designed for an application can have many 

different configurations. This brings us to the following topic where the problem specification 

and objective of the work done in this report are discussed.  

1.2 Problem Specification & Objective: Need for Optimization 

One of the requirements set by Alstom is the possibility of adding the optimization phase into 

the design cycle of an industrial silo (figure 2.1). The table 1.1 below tells us that the Total 

number of different configurations possible is 9,565,938,000. If we assume manual iteration 

per step takes 10min, then the time to manually go through the entire possible configuration is 

66,430,125 days. Optimization algorithms like the Newton’s search method, genetic 

algorithm or simulated annealing helps in narrowing down the search space and this involves 

evaluating only a small percentage of total number of configurations. To illustrate what is 

meant by configurations, some examples are shown in Appendix A.4. 

So, why optimize in CATIA?  Some of the possible reasons are  

� No need to translate data to other software. Can save time and avoid data loss by 

working in the same tool. This approach to design is called Model-Centric Design 

(Figure 1.5) and it is becoming very common in industries. 

� An engineer needs time to learn a tool like CATIA or any other engineering software 

to take advantage of all functionalities available to him. By staying within the same 

GUI not a lot of time is required for an engineer to adapt to a new workbench. 

� Efficient way to manage your data if you have one engineering environment. Multiple 

processes need not be defined if we have one single working environment. Single 

PLM tool to manage a centralized data base for design, analysis, manufacturing data. 

� Accelerates design alternatives exploration and optimization according to multiple 

requirements. 

� Performs multi-discipline and multi-goal design optimization. CATIA supports 

mechanical, HVAC, electrical, tubing and many other design disciplines; hence it is a 

good platform to conduct a multi-discipline optimization.  
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Parameter Name Range Step Total_Nos

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  1-4 1 4 

Number Of Brackets 2-4 1 3 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 2-5 1 4 

Silo Body Thickness (mm) 2-10 1 9 

Hopper Thickness (mm) 2-10 1 9 

Silo Roof Thickness(mm) 2-10 1 9 

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm) 2-10 1 9 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 2-10 1 9 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 2-10 1 9 

Configuration No. for Roof Support 1-25 1 25 

Silo Diameter (mm) 4800-5500 100 15 

Table 1.1 This table shows some parameters that can be selected for Optimization. 

The outcomes of this project are  

1. Investigate whether Structural optimization can be done in CATIA taking the example 

of an industrial silo (See Figure 1.2). Alstom currently has a model centric approach to 

detailed design and FEA. But optimization is usually done by experienced engineers 

who can predict an ideal configuration. So the task is to check the feasibility of adding 

optimization into the design loop. 

2. Build robust Part model to support automated meshing and FEA.  

3. Part model should reflect a Lego Methodology of construction. 

4. Predefined loads and constraints on the FEA Model to support optimization.  

5. Identification of parameters for optimization.  

6. Prove that optimization can work with standard design rules and practices.  

Figure 1 5 Model-Centric Approach to Optimization 
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1-Design 
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2-Analysis 
Specification
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3-Analysis 
Results

Synthesis

4-Analysis 
Sensors

Optimization

To achieve the objective of the project, the procedure to be followed is shown in figure 1.6 

and an explanation is given below. 

1. A design specification of a silo refers to the various configurations the silo can take. For 

e.g. the number of plate and vertical stiffeners, the beams that support the roof and size 

and shape of all individual components of the silo. The design has to be associated with 

the analysis workbench. E.g. Increasing or decreasing the vertical or plate stiffeners have 

to reflect in the FE mesh. The reason can be explained as follows, when the optimization 

routine randomly gives some parameter values to check the design of the silo, the part 

model should update as well as the finite element mesh and also support for the loads and 

boundary conditions, so that the FE solver can calculate the stress levels as well the 

buckling modes. This has to be done automatically.  

2. The analysis process is the solution of the discretized mesh with the predefined load cases 

and boundary conditions. The Elfini solver supports many different solving strategies like 

the Gauss R6, Gauss and also the gradient method. The results which are of interest are 

the mass which is the objective function along with the buckling factor and maximum 

Von Mises stress which are the constraint values. 

3. The results are synthesized using global sensors which are CATIA tools used to collect 

requested information from the results database. For example the global sensor can be 

used to get the mass of the silo as well as the maximum Von Mises stress and the buckling 

factors. 

4. These sensor values can be used as parameters in the optimization routine either as 

objective function or constraints. The optimization is to be done to minimize the mass 

with the following constraints 

� BLF � 1.5 

� Maximum Stress � Yield Stress Of Material (2, 5 x 10^8 N_m2). 

Figure 1. 6 Optimization Loop 
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Chapter 2: Model-Centric Design and 

CATIA 
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Model-Centric Design and CATIA 
This chapter will give an introduction to the following topics and will try to answer some 

concepts such as Model–Centric Design in CAD 

2.1 Model-Centric and Model-Based CAD Design 

Model-based (or -centric) design can be defined as an approach that requires the 3D CAD 

model to be the center of design, see figure 2.1. This approach emphasizes development of the 

3D model using a set of standards and processes created specifically to employ the 3D model 

as the source for all design data [1].  

Figure 2.1 Equipment & Systems [2] 

In conventional drawing-centric design process, information such as dimensions, notes, 

symbols, surface finishes, geometric design tolerance data, signatures, revision numbers, 

material specifications are given in the 2D drawing and hence is the primary source of design 

information. Today the CAD Model is used to generate the drawing and the designer has to 

add the above mentioned information to this drawing. Most modern CAD systems do have the 

functionality to incorporate all design data into the 3D model but companies do not use all the 

available tools present in the system.  

Development of standards for 3D Model annotation has been a key driver for the model-

centric approach which specifies that all information are to be included to satisfy the need of 

downstream users [2]. This approach gives the designer the power to annotate the 3D model 

to include fabrication specifications, which results in a single dynamic 3D master model 

instead of many static 2D drawings. This single master model eliminates error because 

everyone concerned with the product development has a single source of information. Figure 

2.1 shows a single 3D master model used by various departments.  

Design information is useful for all departments in an engineering firm like the materials 

process, manufacturing, design, sales etc. The trouble is that different departments require 

different information. So a lot of effort is spent in the production of drawings for separate 

departments and this again is a source for error. The model centric approach creates a 

3D CAD 
Model

Designer

Analyst

Configuration 
mgt.

Manufactuing

Assembly/ 
test

Systems
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framework that allows engineers to maximize their companies ROI on their existing CAD 

software because all design information is stored in a central database and the flow of 

information is released as soon as the design cycle begins.   

2.2 CAD 

CAD is an abbreviation for computer aided design or computer aided design and drafting [3]. 

In the 1980’s CAD programs significantly reduced the need for draftsman or detailers in 

industrial sectors ranging from automotive, aerospace, chemical, shipbuilding etc. Modern 

CAD systems rely on creating geometries within the graphical user interface using NURBS. 

Non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) is a mathematical model for creating geometries 

like lines, curves surfaces etc. and is used in almost all modern CAD systems like CATIA, 

SolidWorks, Unigraphics etc.   

In a parametric model, each entity, such as a line, sketch or a point, has parameters associated 

with it. These parameters control the various geometric properties of the entity, such as the 

length, width and height along with locations of these entities within the model.  

Parametric modeling can be divided into two strategies, morphological and topological:   

2.2.1 Morphological modeling:  

In morphological modeling change of a parameter value will change the shape of an entity in 

the model [4]. The figure shows the four stages of a morphological modeling strategy which 

are based on the level of control the user has over the created geometry. . 

i. Fixed Object: The created 

geometrical object is static and cannot 

change its dimensions. 

ii. Parameterized Object: Individual 

parameters control the dimensions of the 

geometry. 

iii. Mathematic Based Relation: 

Parameters are formulated based on other 

parametric values. 

iv. Script Based Relation: The 

relations between parameters are 

controlled using scripts. 

Figure 1.2 Morphological pyramid [4] 
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2.2.2 Topological modeling:

In topological modeling a change of parameter will change the number of instances of the 

entity in the model [4]. The figure shows the four stages of the topological pyramid. 

i. Manual Instantiation: this refers to the simple copy-paste of the object to be replicated. 

There is no change in context of the replicated object. 

ii. Automatic Instantiation: Here the replication is performed on the object by change of 

parameter value but without any change of context. 

iii. Generic Manual Instantiation: The instantiated objects are context dependent, where the 

construction information and procedures are stored in templates. 

iv. Generic Automatic Instantiation: this stage is achieved by defining functions which can 

automatically generate or delete the instances depending on user parameter values. 

Figure 2.3 Topological pyramid [4] 

2.3 CATIA and Model-Centric Design 

CATIA is a very powerful CAD tool which supports the model-centric approach to design. 

CATIA has the capability to verify the design using FEA and also explore the design space to 

achieve an optimized design configuration. CATIA supports model-centric design by: 

i. Creation of exact geometrical representation of the product to be developed. 

ii. Analysis of the created product by using FEA. 

iii. Assembly of the complete system to check for integration. 

iv. Kinematic and dynamic analysis of an assembly. 

v. Addition of annotations by the designer directly into the model to facilitate 

manufacturing. 

vi. Creation of 2D drawings. 

vii. Automatic Creation of NC codes which can be plugged directly into the NC machine 

to manufacture complicated products. 

viii. Knowledge captures using design tables and catalogs. 

ix. Integrated PLM and PDM platforms which can enable configuration management of 

the product.   
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2.3.1 CATIA and CAD 

Computer aided geometric design in CATIA is implemented in the form of surface and solid 

modeling. These two types of modeling strategy are distinguishable from each other by its 

emphasis on physical fidelity [3]. Solid modeling has more emphasis on the physical structure 

whereas surface modeling by definition does not have any thickness associated with it.  

These modeling strategy are contained within the PART infrastructure and are associated with 

the .CATPart file type. The Assembly of different parts is called the Product and is associated 

with .CATProduct file type. The assembly can contain different parts and sub assemblies. 

These sub-assemblies are contained within the Product infrastructure, but the differentiating 

factor is that a sub assembly is not at the top hierarchical level [4]. 

Part documents hold three containers [5]: 

i. Product container. It manages the integration of a Part document into the Product 

document. 

ii. Specification container. It contains the actual design representation of the mechanical 

object. The design is defined by a list of mechanical features being hierarchically 

grouped in a specification tree. 

iii. Geometrical container. Mechanical features handled in the specification container 

essentially capture the design intent of the user. The underlying features used to create 

the design specification are in the geometrical container. 

2.3.2 Morphological modeling in CATIA 

CATIA has many tools to implement topological and morphological automation. Some of the 

important morphological modeling tools are Relation features like  

a. Parameters - Many different types of parameters can be created and manipulated to 

morphologically change the model according to engineering requirement. 

b. Formulas- Formulas are features which are created when parameters are connected with 

other parameters or the constraints of the model. 

c. Rules- A rule is a knowledgeware feature which can be used to update the model with 

predefined values. 

d. Reactions-The reaction is a feature that reacts to events on its sources by triggering an 

action. It is designed to cope with the rules and the behaviors limitations and to create 

more associative and reactive design 

e. Design tables- can be used to store standard values and depending on the configuration 

number the model can be updated according to these values. 

 These tools can be used to create a dynamic model which can change morphologically 

and in context. 
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2.3.3 Topological modeling in CATIA 

The tools available in CATIA for topological modeling are  

a. Rectangular/ circular Pattern. This can be categorized under the automatic instantiation of 

the topological pyramid of section 2.2.2. This feature simply generates copies of the 

original feature either in 2 directions (Rectangular pattern) or around an axis (circular 

pattern).  

b. Power Copy: A power copy is a group of geometric elements, formulas, constraints, 

annotations, etc., which are grouped together to be used in different context, enabling the 

user to modify the object during instantiation [20]. Using VB script it is possible to 

automate the instantiation of power copy .  

c. User defined function (UDF): it is very similar to the Power Copy in that it allows the 

user to modify the object during instantiation but the design specification is hidden from 

the user. This also can be automated using VB script. 

d.  Knowledge Pattern: Loops use the scripting language to drive the creation, modification 

and deletion of a set of features [20]. This functionality enables you to:  

� Select inputs in the definition of the loop  

� Define several contexts in the loop action [20] 

Essentially new features can be created by changing the specification like a parameter 

value. It drives feature creation using UDF. 
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Chapter 3: Silo Part-Modeling  
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Silo Part-Modeling  

In this chapter, a discussion of the modeling strategy of the silo to automate the FE analysis 

where the computed results will be used in the optimization routine will be given    

3.1 Modeling Objective 

The CATIA part Model is central to the whole process. This parametric model should be 

flexible and allow easy feature addition and deletion and should not affect the other phases of 

the process like the analysis. Since this thesis aims at investigating whether a structural 

optimization is possible in the same tool, only the structural or the load carrying parts are 

modeled. In an actual model the design will have more details like staircases, filling and 

discharge mechanism, maintenance doors, sensors etc. Once the sizing of the silo is 

completed, the PLM system can ensure that no change is possible after final release has been 

made. 

So, to prove an optimization loop, the CATIA model should have the following characteristics. 

1. The steel plates are to be modeled using surfaces. 

2. The model should follow the LEGO
(R)
 methodology in construction; Topology 

parameterization. 

3. The model should be Parametric; Morphological Parameterization. 

4. The volume of the silo is constant.  

5. A structured CATIA modeling strategy. 

3.1.1 The steel plates are to be modeled using surfaces 

Keeping the overall objective in mind, the silo model is built using surfaces because an actual 

silo is made of steel sheets which are worked into desired shape. Thin circular metal plates 

can withstand much more stress because of their ability to carry hoop stress, which can be 

analyzed as shell elements [10]. The surfaces can be converted to a 2D mesh by using the 

"Advanced Meshing tools” workbench. The surface mesh can be given a 2D property which 

gives a thickness and material property to the mesh. The steel plates on the silo shown in 

figure 1.2 were built using surfaces and the roof supports is modeled as lines and meshed as 

1D element with a U-beam cross section. 

3.1.2 Parameterization. 

Another requirement from Alstom was that the design should reflect a Lego methodology. A 

construction which reflects a Lego methodology means that the various parts of the silo are 

assembled one after another where individual parts have independent geometries. For e.g. a 

building contractor will not build the top floor of an apartment before construction and 

erecting the bottom floors.  

To achieve this the silo was completely remodeled from the ground up, keeping the overall 

modeling hierarchy which Alstom had in their model. The changes made to the model with 

respect to the modeling strategy were important to achieve the final objective. Before the 

actual modeling of the silo, necessary datum geometries like planes and the center axis was 

defined. These datum features which are controlled by parameters are used to model the 

geometries of the silo.  

This method ensures that the various parts of the silo are dependent only on the datum 

features and not on each other. Then it becomes easy to change their dimension just by 

changing the parameter values. A brief explanation of the Leo methodology can be found in 

the Appendix A.1.  
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The various design variables of the silo should be parametric which means that the size and 

shape of the silo geometric features should change automatically when the parameters are 

changed. Some of the examples are the number of vertical and plate stiffeners, diameter of 

silo etc. it should also not fail when reaching a limiting value. This can be done using 

Knowledgeware features which involve deactivating the feature which fails when a particular 

parameter value is reached. Appendix A.2 shows some examples of codes which was used in 

the project. 

3.1.3 The volume of the silo is constant 

A silo is designed for a particular volume, which is also a design requirement. The volume of 

the silo is the sum of the volume of the cylindrical part and the conical part. The parameters 

which control the volume are diameter and height of the silo body and hopper. The discharge 

diameter is kept at a constant value. (d=1000mm).  

V Silo = V cylinder + V cone ; 

V cylinder = π*r
2
*h cylinder

V cone is dependent on the diameter of the silo because it is fully constrained. Since the 

diameter of the outlet as well as the cone angle is fixed, Height of the cone changes with 

change in diameter of the silo to maintain the constant V silo. In the silo design terminology, 

there exist 2 volumes, gross volume and net volume. Gross volume is considered in the 

equations above. A silo can never be filled to gross volume capacity because the filling 

powder substances pile up and cone of material will block the inlet. A real life job requires a 

certain net volume which is what is possible to fill and the silo is designed for this volume.   

3.1.4 Structured CATIA modeling strategy 

In a parametric design tool like CATIA, it is imperative to start the design with a good 

understanding of the objective. This avoids a lot of confusion and rework. In this case, if the 

necessary geometries needed for the analysis are known then it can be ordered and grouped 

together. This grouped element can be used directly for meshing or as supports for the loads. 

A good naming convention and modeling hierarchy is important as it greatly improves the 

design speed as well as the readability of the model. The geometrical sets and the geometrical 

elements can be named as seen in the figure 3.1 where the necessary geometries need to build 

the roof is kept in the “Features” and surface that are to be meshed are kept in the 

“FEMPlateSurfaces”. The other 2 geometrical sets are used to collect the geometries that will 

constrain the mesh.  

The benefits can be   

1. Another engineer can more easily take over the work, if the modeling strategy is simple 

and documented precisely. 

2. Less confusion about the location of the geometric entities in the tree. 

3. Less confusion about the placement of newly created geometry. 

4. Aid in the model-centric strategy of the company. 
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Figure 3.1 Naming and Modeling Strategy 

3.2 Automatic Feature Generation 
The optimization routine will generate sequentially many configurations to find the optimum 

design point. In the chapter three topology parameterization methods which can be used to 

generate these configurations will be described. 

A. Loop feature/ Knowledge Pattern 

The documentation describes Loops as features which use the scripting language to drive the 

creation, modification and deletion of a set of features [20]. This functionality enables you to:  

� Select inputs in the definition of the loop  

� Define several contexts in the loop action[13]  

Essentially new features can be created by changing the specification like a parameter value. 

It drives feature creation using UDF. UDF is similar to a Power Copy because it can be 

instantiated like a power copy, but the design is hidden from the user. I.e. none of the CATIA 

features used to design the instantiated geometry is visible to the user. 

The loop feature use a scripting language which is not very flexible. For e.g. if we instantiate 

a plate stiffener to be kept around the silo body, it was found that it was not possible to create 

a formula which connects the inner diameter of the plate stiffener and the silo body. So when 

the optimization algorithm changes the diameter of the silo, the plate stiffeners does not adapt 

to the new diameter which causes an update error. 

Though this method is much faster than the automated power copy, it is not used in this 

project because of this limitation. Also it is worth to point out that if we do not have the silo 

diameter as a design variable then this method requires serious consideration. 

In short some of the features of this method are  

� A change of parameter value allows the creation and deletion of geometries as UDF 

which is similar to power copy but hides the design from the user. 

� EKL which is used to generate features is short and executes faster than CATScripts. 

� Loop is a topological parameterization tool which allows feature creation in context. 

� The method is limited in its functionality as explained above. 

B. Automated Power Copy 

A power copy is a group of geometric elements, formulas, constraints, annotations, etc., 

which are grouped together to be used in context, enabling the user to modify the object 

during instantiation [20]. The advantage of using automated power copy is that many different 

designs for the stiffeners and roof supports can be evaluated in the optimization algorithm. 

Working together with the reaction features allows for a more associative and reactive design.  
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By using design tables along with power copy, then we can ensure the dimensions of the 

instantiated geometry are standard values chosen from a suppliers catalog.. In the case of the 

U-beams which are used to support the roof, the dimensions are driven by a design table. So 

the optimizer selects the configuration number of the design table and CATIA updates the 

FEA model for the newly selected U-beam. This is a good method to capture knowledge 

collected in the form of spread sheets and adhere to standards set by organization like the 

Euro Codes.  

It is good to point out that the optimization algorithm will generate configurations which are 

not feasible. For e.g. a configuration of a silo where the no. of plate stiffeners is less than the 

no. of vertical stiffeners is not feasible. A reaction code is given in section 2.2 which not only 

instantiates the plate stiffeners but also ensures only feasible configuration of the silo are 

allowed to be generated. As an example of its functionality, the code will reduce the no. of 

vertical stiffeners and set it equal to the no. of plate stiffeners at the iteration where the no. of 

vertical stiffeners is greater than the no. of plate stiffeners. The flow chart given in figure 3.2 

is implemented in the code.  

NOV= Number of vertical stiffeners. 

NOV_OLD = a parameter which reflect NOV in the previous configuration. 

NOS = Number of Plate Stiffeners 

NOS_OLD = a parameter which reflect NOS in the previous configuration. 

VST=Vertical Stiffener. 

Figure 3.2  Flow chart to ensure that the No. Of vertical stiffeners are always less than 

or equal to the No.Of plate stifferners 

To summarize, 

� Power copy is a group of geometric elements, formulas, constraints etc., which are 

grouped together to be used in context, enabling the user to modify the object during 

instantiation  

� VB script which is used to automate power copy can be long and executes slower than 

EKL.  

� It is a topological parameterization tool which allows feature creation in context. 

� The method is quite flexible because it uses VB.  
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C. Rectangular/Circular Pattern 

Pattern is a native tool which lets you duplicate the whole geometry of one or more features 

and to position this geometry within a part. A major disadvantage of this method is that it 

does not allow for variable distances between the plate stiffeners. This method is used for all 

the tests shown in chapter 5 because of its simplicity.  

Some of the features of this method are  

� Topological parameterization tool which is not context driven. 

� Native CATIA feature or a built in tool. 

� This method is not very flexible because it does not allow for variable distances.  

3.3 Automated analysis specification.  
This section will try to describe a method which not only allows for automated meshing of the 

silo but also automated updating of the support for loads and boundary conditions. The reason 

for grouping elements (as mentioned in section 3.2.4) in geometrical sets is to aid the 

automatic meshing and application of load.  

In this project the vertical and plate stiffeners are allowed to have topological and 

morphological parameterization. In order to have congruent mesh, it is important to constrain 

the mesh using “Project curve” method in the meshing workbench.  

Figure 3. 3 Join_VS and Join_PS 

To enable automatic constraining the procedure that was defined is as follows. 

a. Two join features “Join_VS and “Join_PS” will ensure that the newly created vertical 

stiffeners (VS) or plate stiffeners (PS) is aggregated into a single CATIA Join feature.  

b. It is assumed that the vertical stiffeners intersect with both the silo body and plate 

stiffeners. The plate stiffeners intersect with the silo body alone. Now make 3 intersect 

feature “Intersect_VS_PS”, “Intersect_VS_SB” and “Intersect_PS_SB”, where SB 

stands for Silo Body. 
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c. Now we have a condition where any change in the number of vertical or plate 

stiffeners the two join features and the three intersect feature will be updated 

automatically. 

d. The join features are used as supports for the mesh while the three intersects are used 

as constraining elements for the mesh.  

The method described above ensures automatic meshing and update of supports for mesh, 

loads and boundary conditions and can be used with any of the three methods of topological 

parameterization mentioned in the previous section. Figure 3.4 illustrates the procedure 

specifically for rectangular pattern method which is the preferred method for all results 

presented in chapter 5.  For example in the rectangular pattern method a change of parameter 

value will update the pattern feature. The “Join_VS” will have the geometry which is 

patterned and the rectangular pattern feature as its sub elements.  So automatically the support 

for analysis is updated (Figure 3.4).  

Figure 3.4  Process to ensure seamless link between geometric and the meshed Silo.  

This chapter introduced the characteristics which are necessary for the Silo Model to possess 

to aid the meshing and analysis of the Structural Silo. Three methods which are useful for 

automatic feature generation along with their advantages and disadvantages are also discussed. 

The result of this phase of the project is two stable part models. One of the models use power 

copy for plate and stiffeners generation and the other model use the CATIA in built 

rectangular pattern tool. Both these models use circular pattern to generate vertical stiffeners 

around the axis. All of the characteristics set out in sections 3.1 are present in these models. In 

the tests performed in chapter 5, only the model which uses rectangular pattern as a 

topological parameterization tool is used. 
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Chapter 4:  CAD Integrated Structural 

Analysis 
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CAD Integrated Structural Analysis 
In this chapter, the characteristics of the analysis model which was created in order to work 

seamlessly and accurately with the design and optimization work benches will be discussed.  

Figure 4.1 shows at this stage of the project the design specifications are in place and the silo 

is ready to be analyzed for structural integrity. An FE analysis will involve meshing, 

application of loads and boundary conditions, computation and finally result evaluation. This 

involves solution of the PDE’s which govern the problem, at each node of the discretized 

surface. A FEA involves 3 steps which will be done sequentially.   

Figure 4. 1 Three Stages of a Finite element Analysis 

4.1 Pre Processing 

Preprocessing is the first step of an FE simulation. It is the direct link to the Silo Model. After 

pre-processing the model should ideally possess the characteristics of an actual silo in terms 

of loads that is acting on the structure and the mounting of the silo on the supports. Pre-

processing involves 3 stages as described below. 

4.1.1 Meshing:   

The process of meshing is the process of discretization of a continuous domain into sub 

domains, also called elements [3]. The PDE’s are applied to each of these sub domains to find 

an approximation to the stress acting on the element. During optimization the routine will 

change the configuration of the silo many times (see Appendix A4). Every time the 

configuration or design specification changes the mesh has to be updated so that the solver 

can predict the maximum stress and the BLF. These values are to be used by the optimization 

routine to search for the most suitable silo configuration. 

Meshing is mostly automated in CATIA V5 and is done in the “Advanced Meshing Tool”. By 

defining the domain to be meshed and mesh characteristic (Table 4.1), the selected domain 

will be meshed automatically. The section 3.3 describes some methods of collecting similar 

domain into a single entity.  

The steel plates of a silo are to be treated as shells and to accommodate this it was modeled as 

surface. After meshing the surface, it is possible to apply 2D property which will assign 

thickness and material to the shell elements. The support for the mesh is provided as 

described in section 3.3. The table 4.1 below shows the type of mesh for each part of the silo 

along with the mesh size.  The type of mesh and size of mesh was finalized after discussion 

with Alstom. It was refined using the h-method [19] which is basically reducing the mesh size 

till the desired convergence is reached. 

Design 
Specification

1. Pre-Processing

•Meshing

•Loads

•Boundry Conditions

2. Solution
Computation

3. Post-Processing

•Maximum Stress

•Buckling factor

•Mass
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PART OF SILO MESH TYPE / PROPERTY MESH SIZE

Silo Body Surface Mesh / Linear quadrilateral 100mm 

Silo Support Plate Surface Mesh / Parabolic triangular 100mm 

Roof Surface Mesh / Parabolic triangular 100mm

Hopper Surface Mesh / Parabolic triangular 100mm

Plate Stiffeners Surface Mesh / Parabolic triangular 100mm 

Vertical Stiffeners Surface Mesh / Parabolic triangular 100mm 

Roof Support 1-D mesh / U-Section Design Table

Table 4. 1 Mesh Size & Property 

To get good result the mesh should be of good quality. One method to constrain the mesh so 

as to ensure good quality mesh is given in section 3.3. Some of the properties of a “quality 

mesh” are ([20][21])  

� Elements should be congruent; element edge size should be consistent. 

� The mesh should be uniformly distributed. 

� The nodes of the individual elements should be interconnected to the neighboring 

nodes. Angles between the edges of the nodes should be between necessary tolerance 

levels. The mesh should be well shaped and well sized. 

4.1.2 Application of Load:  

The loads to be considered as mentioned in chapter 1 are: 

a. Wind load (W): modeled as a bearing load applied to the side face of the silo. The 

value is calculated as  0,5* ρ *v
2
*A 

Where, 

ρ =density of air =1.2 kg/m^3 

A= Projected Area of the silo 

v=velocity of air=25m/sec 

b. Earthquake/Seismic load (E): modeled as acceleration load with a value of 0.2 * 

g=1,962m/sec
2
. 

c. Snow load (S): modeled as a pressure load on the roof with value of -100kg/m^2. 

d. Gravity (G): Weight of the silo was modeled as acceleration acting on the entire 

silo. 

e. Combined load: this load case combines the above loads with some specific 

weights. For example W: E: S: G=0.7:0.3:0.5:1.

The above five loads represents five separate load cases. In this project, the analysis model 

was built using the 5 load cases. The values of the loads were suggested by Alstom. In an 

actual design there are more than 20 load cases to consider and further information can be had 

from the Euro Codes.  
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4.1.3 Application of Boundary 

Constraints:  

The restraints were provided with a 

“user restraint” feature with only the 

translation motion in 3 direction fixed as 

was suggested by Alstom. It was given 

at the intersection of the vertical 

stiffeners and the support plate. 

4.2 Analysis  

Once the engineer starts a solution run, the solver (Elfini Solver) will compute the PDE’s 

pertaining to the problem. It will calculate the stresses and strain at each node by 

approximating the PDE’s into one of many standard forms like the Euler's method and Runge-

Kutta. CATIA supports 3 main solution strategies, i.e. gauss, gauss r6 and gradient method. 

The five load cases mentioned in section 4.1.2 was used to create a static test and linear 

buckling simulation. Buckling analysis was done to find only the first mode of failure so as to 

save computation time. All tests covered in chapter 5 was done using only the combined load 

case (except for result E) because the workstations available did not have the capacity to run a 

complete solution. 

4.3 Post processing 

After the model has been pre-processed and solved, investigation of the results of the analysis 

is done. This is the post-processing phase of the FE simulation where the required results are 

collected as parametric values using global sensors (maximum Von Mises stress, mass and 

buckling factor). These sensor values are used as objective function and constraint values in 

the optimization routine.

This chapter details the pre-processing activity needed to prepare the silo body for an FE 

simulation. The mesh sizes are preset for an optimization, which means that as configuration 

of the silo changes, the mesh size does not change. But if the configuration changes to a short 

silo with a larger diameter, then this might result in inaccurate stress predictions. It is possible 

to set the range of the diameter in an optimization routine, so by intelligent choice of the 

range this problem can be effectively dealt with. However, CATIA V5 R20 gives us the 

option of Rule Based Meshing, which according to the product documentation indicates that 

the mesh size can also be controlled using the rule feature.  

The load cases applied on the model is to prove the concept, because an actual design would 

require evaluation of about 20 different load cases. So the load cases presented in chapter one 

is general, good enough to prove the concept.   

Figure 4. 2 Application Of Boundary  Conditions 
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Chapter 5: Silo Optimization     
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Silo Optimization & Results 
This Chapter deals with the final objective of this thesis work, which is the optimization of a 

silo. Chapters 3 and 4 dealt with methods to streamline the silo CAD and Analysis model and 

provide objective function and constraint values to the optimization routine.  This chapter will 

show  

1. The optimization algorithm available in CATIA  

2. Some results of tests performed to see the feasibility of the model.. 

5.1 Optimization algorithms 

Optimization is a mathematical discipline that is concerned with the finding of minima or 

maxima of functions which are subject to constraints [5][22]. As mentioned in chapter two, it 

takes a lot of time to iterate all the configurations, but clever search methods implemented in 

an optimization algorithm can reduce the search space considerably. 

Essentially there are 2 types of optimization algorithm  

5.1.1. Gradient based. 

In the gradient method the optimization algorithm relies on the objective function to 

be differentiable at all points and where the best objective function value lies on the 

peak or crust of the search space. So for the same starting point the result can be 

mathematically derived and is essentially same for n tests. In other words, the search 

algorithm finds a local minima within the search space and gets stuck there. An 

explanation for a general search method is given in Appendix A3.  

5.1.2 Non-Gradient based:  

On the other hand the non-gradient/stochastic based algorithm does not rely on the 

function to be differentiable but incorporate probabilistic elements either in the 

problem data or in the algorithm itself (through random parameter values, random 

choices, etc.). Algorithms like the genetic algorithm or simulated annealing are 

stochastic in nature, which means 2 separate tests with same initial conditions need not 

result in the same best objective function value. In other words SA might follow 

different paths for the same test case. This fact was noticed many times during result 

evaluation. 

5.2 Optimization and CATIA 

In CATIA both types of algorithms mentioned in section 5.1 are implemented. The 

optimization workbench is “Product Engineering Optimizer” found under the 

“Knowledgeware” section. 

5.2.1 Simulated Annealing Algorithm:  

This is the stochastic algorithm implemented in CATIA. A brief introduction and 

explanation to this algorithm is given in Appendix A3. The term annealing refers to 

the mechanical process of slowly cooling a metal component to reduce the energy 

stored in the body so as to be ‘mechanically fit’. Unlike the quenching process where 

the resultant body is of crystalline structure which actually has more energy than an 

annealed body. 
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5.2.2 The derivative based methods.  

Four different variants of this method are implemented In CATIA [13]. Appendix 

A3 gives an introduction to a general search method.  

a. Local Algorithm for Constraints & Priorities. This algorithm takes constraints 

priorities into account. 

b. Algorithm for Constraints & Derivatives Providers.  

c. Gradient Algorithm without Constraints. 

d. Gradient Algorithm With Constraints 

5.3 Choice of Algorithm 

The choice of algorithm is critical to the problem that has to be solved. There is no algorithm 

that can be considered ideal for all types of problems. For this thesis work some constraints 

that should be considered for a choice of algorithm are 

� Some parameters are discrete in nature like the number of stiffeners and brackets. 

Parameters like the thickness of the stiffeners are also discrete but results given in 

section 5.5, the thickness are assumed continuous. 

� Choice of algorithm is limited to what is available in CATIA. This again is dependent 

on the type of license and products installed. 

� Search space is not understood. In engineering design problem the search space is 

usually not visible. Meaning it does not have a clear visual form that can be easily 

plotted like the test functions as seen in Appendix A5.1 and A5.2. Perhaps simple 

design problems which have polynomial relations can be visualized as having a 

derivative. 

The question of choosing an appropriate algorithm keeping in mind the above constraints was 

done using 2 test functions.  

a. Dejong3: Appendix 5.1 shows the surface plots and results which shows clearly that 

the SA has definitely found the minima, within the range specified. The gradient 

method was not at all successful at improving the objective value. The reason is that 

the derivative on a flat surface points in a direction that has the same objective 

function value and hence there is no room for improvement.  

b. Dejong5: Appendix 5.2 shows the surface plots and results. This is a multimodal test 

function. The results again show that the SA is better in navigating the peaks of the 

Dejong5 function and reaches near the global value. This may not be the best but the 

fact that for many runs it still finds the best value somewhat close to the theoretical 

value is definitely good. 

With these tests we can be confident of the simulated annealing algorithm as a suitable 

optimizer for the structural optimization problem. It is also well documented that the SA is 

good at handling discrete values and also that perform global searches that evolve towards 

local searches as the time goes on [13]. 
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Optimization of the silo model was done and checked with the gradient method using the 

option-d in section 5.2.2 was used and this was done so that it was not completely ruled out. 

But the tests again suggest that the gradient method is not able to satisfactorily obtain good 

results. 

Simulated Annealing algorithm has four settings for convergence speed. They are slow, 

medium, fast and infinite hill-climbing. The documentation says that the slow setting is for 

surfaces with many local optima and ‘infinite hill-climbing’ is used when there isn’t a lot of 

local optima. 

The objective function values, the parameters to be optimized and the constraints have to be 

set as parameters because the optimization workbench works only with parameter features. 

For example the buckling load factor list which is a knowledgeware feature cannot be used 

directly to get the BLF value, but has to be extracted using formulae connected to a 

parameter. We can control these parameters either as formulae’s or as knowledgeware 

features like rules and reaction. It must be kept in mind that the parameters which will be used 

by the PEO workbench only accept parameter values that are continuous. No discrete 

parameter type like an integer can be used directly. The work around of course is to connect 

the PEO with a real type parameter and the analysis or design model with a integer parameter 

and these two separate parameters are connected using a formulae like 

=round(parameter_name,”mm”,0).

In the next section some tests to check how well the model works with the SA working to 

optimize some parameters will be shown. Since we don’t know what the surface looks like the 

‘slow’ settings is used. The tests and the model do not necessarily reflect real world scenario 

because liberties were taken to model and analyze the silo.  

5.4 Mathematical Formulation of the Optimization problem  

This section presents the mathematical formulation of the silo optimization problem where the 

mass is minimized subject to the design constraints for a single load case. The table 5.1 shows 

the design variables which were chosen to accomplish this task. 

���������:
�� ��� � ����

������� �� � max � � yield

!"# $ 1.5

1 � x1 � 4 

2 � x2 � 4 

2 � x3� 5 

2 � xi� 10  i=4,5…10 

4800 � x11 � 5500 

1 � x12 � 25 

1 � x13, x14� 10 

)�1, �2,�3,�12,�13,�14- ∈ /���0�1�

)�4, �5,�6,�6,�7,�8,�9,�10,�11-

∈ 7���1��� "��0�8� �� ��
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Design Variable Parameter Name Parameter Range

x1 Number Of vertical Stiffeners  1-4 

x2 Number Of Brackets  2-4 

x3 Number Of Plate Stiffeners 2-5 

x4 Silo Body Thickness (mm) 2-10 

x5 Hopper Thickness (mm) 2-10 

X6 Silo Roof Thickness(mm)  2-10 

X7 Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  2-10 

X8 Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 2-10 

X9 Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 2-10 

X10 Support Plate  2-10 

X11 Configuration No. for Roof Support 1-25 

x12 Silo Diameter (mm) 4800-5500 

x13 Height_1_Configuration 1-10 

x14 Height_2_Configuration 1-10 

Table 5.1  Design Variables 

5.5 Results  

In this section several optimization results are generated in order to 

1. Verify that a model-centric approach to structural optimization can be done. 

2. Understand the behavior of SA. Show that the SA can move in a direction which does 

not improve the function value.  

3. SA is good at optimizing discrete functions. 

The best objective function value and the corresponding parameter values have to be 

collected from the result. Best objective function value in this project would the 

evaluation which has the lowest mass and also has satisfied constraints. 

The tests were designed to simulate some possible real world scenarios as well as prove 

the objectives of this thesis work set out in chapter one. In short the tests should show the 

mass being optimized with the constraint satisfied. A test which shows that optimization 

done using beams of standard sizes will prove that model-centric approach can be applied 

to an industrial scenario. 

 In results A, C, D and E the initial values of thickness of the structural parts are the 

maximum so the silo is heavy and strong.  In all the results below ‘(D)’ next to a 

parameter value refers to a discrete parameter and it is continuous otherwise.  

All of the tests were done using workstations (except for Result E) with Intel processor 

with 4GB RAM, with only the combined load case. Average time for 10 evaluations is 

about one hour. Result E was done with an 8 core Pentium machine which could handle 

all the load cases.  
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Result A: 

The test was conducted with the design parameters as shown in the table 5.2. All thickness 

values chosen for the test are their maximum values, thus the optimization starts with a very 

heavy and strong silo. Figure 5.1 shows the SA is successful in minimizing the mass of the 

silo and the objective function has started to converge around evaluation 30.  

Parameter Name Start Value Optimized Value (Rounded)

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  2 (D) 2 

Number Of Brackets  4 (D) 2 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 3 (D) 2

Silo Body Thickness (mm) 10 3

Hopper Thickness (mm)  10 2 

Silo Roof Thickness(mm)  10 2 

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  10 2 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 10 2 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 10 5

Support Plate Thickness (mm) 10 10

Silo Diameter (mm) 5000 5200

   Table 5.2 Result A. Start and Optimized Values 

Figure 5.1 Result A:  Stress Plots 
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Result B: 

The test was conducted with the test parameters as shown in the table 5.3. All thickness 

values chosen for the test are their minimum values, thus a light and weak silo. The optimizer 

has found a configuration that satisfies the constraints and then has tried to better the solution. 

The graphs clearly shows that the optimizer has searched points that does not satisfy the 

constrains and also points which has made the objective function value worse.  

Parameter Name Start Value Optimized Value (Rounded)

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  2 (D) 2 

Number Of Brackets  4 (D) 4 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 3 (D) 4 

Silo Body Thickness (mm)  3 3 

Hopper Thickness (mm) 2 2

Silo Roof Thickness(mm) 2 5

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  2 2 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 2 2 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 2 2 

Support Plate Thickness (mm) 2 2 

Silo Diameter (mm)  5000 5100 

Table 5.3  Result B: Start and Optimized Values 

Figure 5. 2  Result A: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction 
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Figure 5.4  Result B:  Distance to Constraint Satisfaction 

Figure 5.3  Result B: Stress Plots 
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Result C: 

In this test, the vertical stiffener heights were given variable values connected to a design 

table i.e. the numbers of vertical stiffeners were kept at a constant value of two. The design 

variables are shown in table 5.4. The design table values can reflect actual stock sizes. Then 

by optimizing with these stock sizes machining or fabrication costs and time can be saved.  

Figure 5.5  Result C:  Stress Plots 

Parameter Name Start Value Optimized Value (Rounded)

Number Of Brackets  4 (D) 4 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 2 (D) 5 

Silo Body Thickness (mm) 10 3

Hopper Thickness (mm) 10 2

Silo Roof Thickness(mm)  10 9 

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  10 2 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 10 2 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 10 3 

Support Plate Thickness (mm) 10 2

Silo Diameter (mm) 5000 5200

Height_1 Configuration 4 (D) 10

Height_2 Configuration 9 (D) 10 

Table 5. 4  Result C:  Start and Optimized Values 
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Result D:  

In this test, the numbers of vertical stiffener were kept at a constant value of two as in Result 

C. The heights were given variable values connected to a design table. All of the parts were 

given discrete value for thickness. So in this test the variables are all discrete unlike in Result 

C which was continuous. This means that the design space is not continuous. The design table 

values can reflect actual stock sizes.  

This test has again proven that the SA is fairly good at optimizing functions which are 

discrete in nature. The graphs show that the SA takes a path which does not improve trying to 

find a better solution from such paths. 

Parameter Name Start Value Optimized Value

Number Of Brackets  4 (D) 2 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 2 (D) 4 

Support Plate Thickness (mm) 10 (D) 10

Silo Body Thickness (mm) 10 (D) 3

Hopper Thickness (mm)  10 (D) 3 

Silo Roof Thickness(mm)  10 (D) 4 

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  10 (D) 10 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 10 (D) 8 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 10 (D) 10

Configuration No. for Roof Support 4 (D) 4

Silo Diameter (mm) 5000 (D) 5000

Height_1 Configuration 4 (D) 1 

Height_2 Configuration 9 (D) 10 

Table 5. 5 Result D. Start and Optimized Values 

Figure 5.6  Result C: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction 
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Figure 5.7  Result D: Stress Plots 

Figure 5.8  Result D: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction 
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Result E: 

The test was conducted with the design parameters as shown in the table 5.6. This result was 

done in order to prove that all load cases can be handled by CATIA. The SA is successful in 

minimizing the mass of the silo as the graph in figure 5.9 suggests and the objective function 

has started to converge around evaluation 40.  

Parameter Name Start Value Optimized Value (Rounded)

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  2 (D) 2 

Number Of Brackets  4 (D) 2 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 3 (D) 5 

Silo Body Thickness (mm)  10 3 

Hopper Thickness (mm)  10 2 

Silo Roof Thickness(mm) 10 9

Plate Stiffener Thickness (mm)  10 8 

Vertical Stiffeners -1Thickness (mm) 10 8 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness (mm) 10 2 

Support Plate Thickness (mm) 10 10 

Silo Diameter (mm)  5000 5200 

Configuration No. for Roof Support 3 (D) 3

Table 5. 6 Result E. Start and Optimized Values 

Figure 5. 9 Result E: Stress Plots 
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Figure 5. 10 Result E: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction; Gravity Load Case 

Figure 5. 11 Result E: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction; Snow Load Case 

Figure 5. 12 Result E: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction; Wind Load Case 
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Figure 5. 13 Result E: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction; Seismic Load Case 

Figure 5. 14 Result E: Distance to Constraint Satisfaction; Combined Case 

Conclusion: 

All results indicate that CATIA is a good platform to do model-centric optimization. It does 

not matter whether we start with a weak or a strong silo, the algorithm will attempt to find a 

suitable configuration where the constraints are fulfilled and the mass is at a minimum. It 

must be pointed out that many solution runs must be started at different starting points in 

order to search the entire design space.  Summary of results are shown in table 5.7.  

Result A:  

As seen in figure 5.1 the mass of the silo has started to converge around evaluation 30 with 

the SA trying to search points which does not improve the objective function value and also 

violates the constraints. The resulting mass is about 6500K.g.
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Result B:   

As seen in figure 5.3 the mass of the silo increases at evaluation one where both the 

constraints are fulfilled. The optimized mass is about 6200K.g.

Result C:  

The number of vertical stiffeners is kept at a constant value of two where the heights are 

controlled using design tables. So the optimizer will work only with the configuration 

numbers to change the height.  Figure 5.5 and figure 5.6 shows mass of the silo decreasing 

and the constraints are valid throughout. 

Result D:  

The number of vertical stiffeners is kept at a constant value of two and is controlled using the 

design table. The cross section of the roof support is also a design variable connected to a 

design table. The design table value can reflect standard values. For e.g. an I-Beam of type 

HEA-50 can be one of many different configurations the beam can take.  

Compared to result C the design space is more discrete in nature because all the design 

variables are discrete. The SA manages to optimize the silo in spite of the discrete design 

space. The optimized mass is comparable to all the previous tests and has started to converge 

around evaluation 40.   

Result E:  

This test was conducted to prove that CATIA is capable of handling many load cases, which 

means that there are 10 constraints in total. As seen from figure 5.9 the mass has started to 

converge around evaluation 40 to about 6400Kg which is comparable to the previous results.  

Result A Result B Result C Result D Result E 

Load Case Combined Combined Combined Combined 
All Load 

Cases 

Discrete Vairables x1, x2, x3 x1, x2, x3
x2, x3, x13,

x14

All variables 

discrete 

x1, x2, x3,
x11

Weak / Strong silo 
Strong Weak Strong Strong Strong 

Start/ Optimized 

mass (kg) 
21,700 / 

6500 

5400 / 

6200 

21,700 / 

6400 
21,700 / 7100 

21,700 / 

6400 

Table 5. 7 Summary of Results 

Finally, the results from A to E it is shown that  

� Model-Centric Approach to design involving optimization can be done using CATIA V5. 

� Optimization can be made to work with standard values stored in Design Tables. 

� Simulated Annealing is good at finding optima in continuous as well as discrete search 

space.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion   
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Conclusion 
Model-Centric approach to design involves many engineers to work together as a cohesive 

unit. Each phase of the design (figure 1.1) can be broken up into separate phases (figure 1.6) 

and these sub phases are handled by a team of engineers.  Since there are many people 

involved it is very important to lay some ground rules for the model characteristics. Each 

engineer should work independently but if he follows the same rules as all the engineers a lot 

of confusion can be avoided. Since a model-centric approach involves engineers from various 

disciplines, then following these rules become even more important. This thesis points out 

some ideas for rules that must be followed in a multi-national company to properly leverage 

the advantages that can be had from a model-centric approach to design. 

One way to achieve an ideal design specification is to iterate and learn through each cycle. 

Documentation of knowledge in a centralized data base will certainly help especially when 

the unexpected happens. Storing the CAD model in a PLM system and it’s availability to all 

teams working locally or globally cannot be stressed enough. Working with outdated data is 

not only a waste of time and money, it is difficult to point out when and where the 

specification loss has happened. 

This thesis work started with almost all design specification in place. The challenge was to 

remodel the silo so that the original design intent is still intact and it becomes flexible enough 

to work with an optimization routine. The Lego-Methodology clearly deserves merit because 

the model turned out to be very flexible in its characteristics. The amount of rework needed to 

modify the Model to obtain result D, which is different from the other 3 tests was minimal. 

The only change was to connect the parameters which control the height of the vertical 

stiffeners to a design table. Addition of more features like stiffening plates for the hopper is 

straight forward and can be plugged into the optimization loop easily.  

Major part of the design work was to make sure that the model was very flexible and allowed 

for quick configuration change. Methods to automatically generate features were evaluated to 

find out the most flexible method. The automatic power copy has an advantage over the 

pattern because it allows for flexible vertical stiffener heights which were not possible to 

implement using the rectangular pattern method. Using visual basic script it is possible to 

automate not only the instantiation of the power copy but also place the instantiated 

geometries in the correct geometrical set or add the geometries in the join feature. This is 

important for the preprocessing phase of the FE analysis where the mesh and supports for the 

loads and boundary conditions are to be updated automatically. 

To preprocess the model for a FE analysis to work with a highly flexible model requires some 

planning and should be part of the design specification stage. FEA was done only on the load 

carrying parts. This ensures simpler design specification for FEA and still adheres to the 

model centric approach to product development. Mesh and the load specifications were 

implemented as advised by Alstom and the results of the FEA like the mass, Von Mises stress 

and the buckling factor were used as objective function and constraint values in the 

optimization algorithm.  

Results from the optimization runs suggest that it is possible to start the optimization from 

any configuration and the simulated annealing algorithm will attempt to find a good 

configuration with the least possible mass. Result A depicts the silo becoming lighter and 

lighter with every function evaluation. The result D shows us the model centric approach 

implemented in CATIA has the capability to search for a configuration where the dimensions 

of the structural parts are according to standards.   
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Design Optimization literatures describe many algorithms mainly because a single algorithm 

cannot be used to solve all kinds of problems. CATIA natively supports only simulated 

annealing algorithm and a few variants of the gradient based optimization technique. So the 

choice has been narrowed down from many hundreds to five. A good understanding of the 

optimization algorithm is needed because it was found that, if any one of the four tests in 

chapter 5 were to be done again, the objective function may not take exactly the same path. 

This is because of the stochastic nature of the SA algorithm.  

Dassault Systèmes provide the ability to modify CATIA using CAA. Even though the license 

costs are high and the learning curve is steep (knowledge of CAA and Visual C++ is needed) 

it allows us to modify CATIA to suit bespoke needs. Oliver König and Marc Winter mantel 

[5] has customized their CATIA and implemented a genetic algorithm to solve a common 

structural problem. In this paper they have set some good advantages of genetic algorithm 

over simulated annealing.  

To introduce a model-centric approach to design must be viewed from a holistic point of 

view, and may require some time for the initial specifications to be in place, so that an 

efficient process is the final outcome. As this report indicates, optimization using CATIA is a 

viable option which can help companies reduce design time and increase their profit. 
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Appendix A1: Lego Methodology 

Lego methodology was implemented as described in the following steps   Refer figure above 

a. The cylindrical surface was modeled with a circular sketch using the datum plane 

(plane_start) as support and extruded up to datum plane (plane end) which defines the 

height of the silo. 

b.  The hopper was modeled as a revolute with the end points defined with by the datum 

planes ‘plane_start’ revolved about the silo axis. The discharge diameter of the silo was 

kept at a constant value of 1000mm.  

c. Roof was also modeled with a circular sketch using the datum plane ‘plane end’ as 

support. Roof support beams were modeled as lines. These lines can then be meshed as 

2D elements with beam properties with the possibility of assigning many cross sections 

available in the database. 

d. The plate stiffeners were modeled as circular surfaces which intersects the silo body. 

e. The vertical stiffeners were kept between the plate stiffeners, which intersects the silo 

body as well as the plate stiffeners. The ‘intersect features’ mentioned in step d and e will 

e used to constrain the mesh so as to achieve consistent quality mesh. 
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Appendix A2: Code Examples 

A2.1 Reaction Code To Ensure Rectangular Pattern Does Not Fail. 

A2.2 Reaction code for automatic instantiation of plate & vertical stiffeners. 

Note: the number of vertical stiffeners should always be less than or equal to the number of 

plate stiffeners. This code ensures that this condition remains true always. 
’****************************************************************************************** 

Set CATIADocument = CATIA.Documents 

Dim sel1 as selection 

Set partDocument1 = CATIA.documents.item("Set1_3.CATPart")  ‘Name of the Part Model 

patha=partdocument1.path  ‘Path of the Part Model *No input * Make sure it is in the same folder 

Set part1 = partDocument1.Part 

part1.update 

Set parameters1 = part1.Parameters 

Set sel1=CATIA.activedocument.selection    ‘selection object to add and delete the Power Copy 

Sel1.clear 

' From 2 to 9  

'ie from Plate_Plane_2 to Plate_Plane_10 to constrain the total number of Power copies * supporting planes 

‘created before  

Set nos=parameters1.item("Number_Of_Steps") 

Set nos_old=parameters1.item("Number_Of_Steps_Old") 

Set nov=parameters1.item("Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners") 

Set nov_old=parameters1.item("Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Old") 

Set T_L_O=parameters1.item("SiloBodyHeight") 

Set N_S=parameters1.item("Number_Of_Steps") 

Set Plane_O=parameters1.item("SiloBody_Plane_Offset_2") 

Set SiloD=parameters1.item("SiloDiameter") 

Set SiloStiffnerHeight=parameters1.item("SiloBodyStiffenerRingHeight") 

Set Nob=parameters1.item("NumberOfBrackets") 

Set SiloD=parameters1.item("SiloDiameter") 

Set SiloSHeight=parameters1.item("SiloBodyStiffenerRingHeight") 

if Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Opti > Number_Steps_Opti  

{ 

 Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Opti = Number_Steps_Opti 

} 

if  Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Opti ==1 

{ 

 SiloBody_Vertical_Stiffners_Geo\Features\RectPattern.6\Activ

ity  = False 

} 

if  Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Opti <> 1 

{ 

 SiloBody_Vertical_Stiffners_Geo\Features\RectPattern.6\Activ

ity = True 

} 
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Set HBS1 = part1.HybridBodies 

Set HB1 = HBS1.Item("SiloBody_Stiffners_Plate_Geo") 

Set HS1 = HB1.HybridShapes 

Set HB2 = HBS1.Item("SiloBody_Geo") 

Set HS2 = HB2.HybridShapes 

Set HB3 = HBS1.Item("Main_Geometrical_Set") 

Set HS3 = HB3.HybridShapes 

Set HB4 = HB1.HybridBodies.Item("New") 

Set HS4 = HB4.HybridShapes 

Set originElements1 = part1.OriginElements 

Set HBSv1 = part1.HybridBodies 

Set HBv1 = HBS1.Item("SiloBody_Vertical_Stiffners_Geo") 

Set HSv1 = HBv1.HybridShapes 

Set HBv2 = HBSv1.Item("SiloBody_Geo") 

Set HSv2 = HBv2.HybridShapes 

Set HBv3 = HBSv1.Item("Main_Geometrical_Set") 

Set HSv3 = HBv3.HybridShapes 

Set HBv4 = HBv1.HybridBodies.Item("SiloBody_Vertical_Stiffners_Geo_New") 

Set HSv4 = HBv4.HybridShapes 

Set P0 = HS2.Item("SiloBody") 

Set P2=SiloD 

Set P3=SiloStiffnerHeight 

Set Pv0=HSv3.item("Plane_yz") 

Set Pv1=HSv3.item("CenterLineSilo") 

Set Pv4=HSv2.item("SiloBody") 

Set Pv5=SiloD 

Set Pv6=SiloSHeight 

Set Pv7=Nob 

'########## Plate Addition Start 

If nos.value>nos_old.value then 

 Plane_O.value= T_L_O.value/N_S.value 

      part1.update 

 Set Factory = part1.GetCustomerFactory("InstanceFactory") 

Factory.BeginInstanceFactory "PowerCopy_Plate_Stiffner", patha&"\Power_Copy_Silo_Project.CATPart" 

part1.InWorkObject = HB4 

    for i=nos_old.value to nos.value-1 

          Set P1 = HS3.Item("Plate_Plane_"&i+1) 

    Call InstanciatePlt(factory, part1,P0,P1,P2,P3)  

         Part1.Update 

  HS4.item("Plate_2").name="Plate_"&i+1 

  HS4.item("Fill_2").name="Fill_"&i+1 

  HB4.HybridSketches.item("Sketch_2").name="Sketch_"&i+1 

  HS4.item("Plate_2_Intersect").name="Plate_"&i+1&"_Intersect" 

               HS4.Item("Join_Intersect_FEA").Addelement HS4.item("Plate_"&i+1&"_Intersect") 

                   HS4.Item("Join_Plate_FEA").Addelement HS4.item("Plate_"&i+1) 

 next 

Factory.EndInstanceFactory  

Factory.EndInstanceFactory  

nos_old.value=nos.value 

End If 

part1.update 

sel1.clear '##############  Plate addition End 

'##############  VS Addition Start 

novv=nov.value 

 If nov.value>=nos.value then 

  novv=nos.value 

 End If 
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If novv>nov_old.value then 

 Set Factory = part1.GetCustomerFactory("InstanceFactory") 

Factory.BeginInstanceFactory "PowerCopy_Vertical_Stiffner", patha&"\Power_Copy_Silo_Project.CATPart" 

part1.InWorkObject = HBv4 

for i=nov_old.value+1 to novv 

           Set Pv2 = HSv3.Item("Plate_Plane_"&i) 

    Set Pv3 = HSv3.Item("Plate_Plane_"&i+1) 

 If i+1= nov_Old.value then 

            Set Pv3 = HSv3.Item("SiloBody_Plane_End") 

 End If 

    Call Instanciatevs(factory,part1,Pv0,Pv1,Pv2,Pv3,Pv4,Pv5,Pv6,Pv7)  

         Part1.Update 

            HSv4.item("Stiffner_A_PC").name="Stiffner_B_"&i 

HBv4.HybridSketches.item("Stiffner_A_PC_Sketch").name="Stiffner_B_Sketch_"&i 

HSv4.item("Stiffner_A_PC_Intersect").name="Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i 

HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_A_PC_Stiffner").name="CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Stiffner_"&i 

HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_A_PC_Intersect").name="CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i  

  Set circPattern1 = HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i) 

  Set reference1 = part1.CreateReferenceFromObject(circPattern1) 

  Set circPattern2 = HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Stiffner_"&i) 

  Set reference2 = part1.CreateReferenceFromObject(circPattern2) 

  Set circPattern3 = HSv4.item("Stiffner_B_"&i) 

  Set reference3 = part1.CreateReferenceFromObject(circPattern3) 

  Set circPattern4 = HSv4.item("Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i) 

  Set reference4 = part1.CreateReferenceFromObject(circPattern4) 

     HSv4.Item("Join_Vertical_Stiffners_Intersect").Addelement reference1 

     HSv4.Item("Join_Vertical_Stiffners").Addelement  reference2 

     HSv4.Item("Join_Vertical_Stiffners").Addelement  reference3 

     HSv4.Item("Join_Vertical_Stiffners_Intersect").Addelement reference4 

 Next 

Factory.EndInstanceFactory  

Factory.EndInstanceFactory  

nov_old.value=novv 

End If '##############  VS Addition End 

'########## VS Deletion Start 

' check for number of plates 

novv=nov.value  

If (nov.value<nov_old.value OR nos.value<nov.value)  Then 

 If nos.value<nov.value then  

  novv=nos.value 

'msgbox(novv) 

 End If  

    For i = nov_old.value To novv+1 Step -1 

         Set A1 = HSv4.item("Stiffner_B_"&i) 

   Set A2 = HSv4.item("Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i) 

  Set A3 = HBv4.HybridSketches.item("Stiffner_B_Sketch_"&i) 

  Set A4 = HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Stiffner_"&i) 

  Set A5 = HSv4.item("CircPatter_Stiffner_B_Intersect_"&i) 

   Sel1.Add A1 

   Sel1.Add A2 

   Sel1.Add A3 

   Sel1.Add A4 

   Sel1.Add A5 

   Sel1.delete 

   Sel1.clear 

   Sel1.clear 
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   part1.update 

 Next 

   nov_old.value=novv 

 If nos.value<nov.value then  

 parameters1.Item("Number_Of_Vertical_Stiffners_Opti").value=novv 

 End If  

 part1.update 

End If  '########## VS Deletion End 

sel1.clear 

'########## Plates Deletion Start 

If nos.value<nos_old.value Then 

    For i = nos_old.value To nos.value+1 Step -1 

        Set A1 = HS4.item("Plate_"&i) 

   Set A2 = HS4.item("Fill_"&i) 

  Set A3 = HB4.HybridSketches.item("Sketch_"&i) 

  Set A4 = HS4.item("Plate_"&i&"_Intersect") 

   Sel1.Add A1 

   Sel1.Add A2 

   Sel1.Add A3 

   Sel1.Add A4 

   Sel1.Delete 

   Sel1.clear 

   part1.update 

 Next 

nos_old.value=nos.value 

Plane_O.value= T_L_O.value/nos_old.value 

part1.update 

End If  '########## Plates Deletion End 

sel1.clear 

End sub 

Sub Instanciateplt(ByRef factory As InstanceFactory, ByRef Part1 As Part,ByRef P0 As Object,ByRef P1 As 

Object,ByRef P2 As Object,ByRef P3 As Object)   

    factory.BeginInstantiate 

    factory.PutInputData "SiloBody", P0 

    factory.PutInputData "Plate_Plane_2", P1 

    factory.PutInputData "SiloDiameter", P2 

    factory.PutInputData "SiloBodyStiffenerRingHeight", P3 

   Set Instance = Factory.Instantiate  

   Factory.EndInstantiate  

End Sub 

Sub Instanciatevs(ByRef factory As InstanceFactory,ByRef Part1 As Part,ByRef P0 As Object,ByRef P1 As            

Object , ByRef P2 As Object,ByRef P3 As Object,ByRef P4 As Object,ByRef P5 As Object,ByRef P6 As 

Object,ByRef P7 As Object)   

  factory.BeginInstantiate 

  factory.PutInputData "Plane_yz", P0 

  factory.PutInputData "CenterLineSilo", P1 

  factory.PutInputData "SiloBody_Plane_Start", P2 

  factory.PutInputData "Plate_Plane_2", P3 

  factory.PutInputData "SiloBody", P4 

  factory.PutInputData "SiloDiameter", P5 

  factory.PutInputData "SiloBodyStiffenerRingHeight", P6 

  factory.PutInputData "NumberOfBrackets", P7 

 Set Instance = Factory.Instantiate  

 Factory.EndInstantiate  

End Sub 
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Appendix A.3 Optimization Methods   

A.3.1 Global Optimization and Simulated Annealing: 

In mathematics, a global optimum is a selection from a given domain which yields either the 

highest value or lowest value (depending on the objective), when a specific function is applied 

[3].  

There are few points to consider when talking about global optimization. 

1. A global optimum pertains to a specified goal function in a specified region of search.

2. There can be only one global optimum and several local optimums in the search space.

3. The assertion of success is probabilistic. 

Simulated annealing (SA) is a generic probabilistic metaheuristic for the global optimization 

problem of applied mathematics, namely locating a good approximation to the global 

optimum of a given function in a large search space. It is often used when the search space is 

discrete. For certain problems, simulated annealing may be more effective than exhaustive 

enumeration, provided that the goal is merely to find an acceptably good solution in a fixed 

amount of time, rather than the best possible solution. 

The simulated annealing algorithm derives its name from the fact that its behavior is 

controlled principally by a parameter T, called "temperature", that is analogous to the 

temperature in the thermal annealing process. We call simulated annealing a "true" global 

optimization algorithm because each run attempts to search the entire region of interest for the 

global minimum rather than performing multiple downhill optimization runs in which the 

selection of the various starting points is automated. On the surface, simulated annealing is 

quite simple, as depicted by the flowchart on the next page. 

In simulated annealing, the optimization process is not required to proceed uniformly 

downhill, but is allowed to make occasional uphill moves. The typical increase in the merit 

function that is acceptable in an uphill move is determined by the value of T. At the start of 

the annealing process, T has a relatively large value compared to the standard deviation of the 

merit function over the region of interest, and the random walk effectively traverses this entire 

region. As the random walk progresses, T is lowered, the allowed increases in merit function 

are then typically smaller, and the walk is effectively constrained to ever lower valleys. If T is 

reduced sufficiently slowly, the random walk can escape the higher valleys during its earlier 

stages, and it can be expected to terminate at the global minimum. If T is lowered more 

quickly, however, the random walk is more likely to become trapped in one of the higher 

valleys. This follows the analogy with the thermal annealing process: if a hot solid is cooled 

slowly, its final state is likely to be one of lower potential energy (usually, a more ordered 

arrangement of atoms); if it is cooled more quickly, the final state is likely to be one of higher 

potential energy. 
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Simulated Annealing Algorithm Flowchart 

Since the simulated annealing performs a global search that evolves towards local searches as 

the time goes on, it can used to find suitable results and then the direct search methods can be 

used to find more optimum solutions to a problem.  

References : 

http://www.heatonresearch.com/node/727

http://www.sinopt.com/learning1/desnotes/globopt.htm 

http://www.3ds.com
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A.3.2 Deterministic Method/Gradient Based Method 

The steps of this method are show in the 

flowchart. The algorithm starts with an 

initial guessed solution which is updated 

according to the derivative and the step 

size. The methods implemented in CATIA 

are variations of this where only the 

methods used to calculate the search 

directions may vary. Information on the 

algorithm implementation is limited in the 

CATIA documentation. 
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Appendix A.4 Configurations   
This Appendix shows some of the possible configurations the silo can take during an 

optimization routine. 

Parameter Name Value

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  2 

Number Of Brackets 2 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 3 

Silo Body Thickness 6mm 

Hopper Thickness 4mm 

Silo Roof Thickness 2mm 

Silo Body Plate Stiffeners  Thickness 5mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  1 Thickness 6mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  2 Thickness 2mm 

Roof Support Configuration  1 

Silo Diameter 5200mm

Parameter Name Value

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  3 

Number Of Brackets 4 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 4 

Silo Body Thickness 6mm 

Hopper Thickness 2mm 

Silo Roof Thickness 3mm 

Silo Body Plate Stiffeners  Thickness 6mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  1 Thickness 8mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  2 Thickness 4mm 

Roof Support Configuration 2 

Silo Diameter 5300mm
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Parameter Name Value

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  3 

Number Of Brackets 3 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 4 

Silo Body Thickness 6mm 

Hopper Thickness 2mm 

Silo Roof Thickness 3mm 

Silo Body Plate Stiffeners  Thickness 6mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  1 Thickness 8mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  2 Thickness 4mm 

Roof Support Configuration 2 

Silo Diameter 5200mm

Parameter Name Value

Number Of vertical Stiffeners  3 

Number Of Brackets 4 

Number Of Plate Stiffeners 5 

Silo Body Thickness 6mm 

Hopper Thickness 2mm 

Silo Roof Thickness 3mm 

Silo Body Plate Stiffeners  Thickness 6mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  1 Thickness 8mm 

Vertical Stiffeners  2Thickness 4mm 

Roof Support Configuration 4

Silo Diameter 5300mm
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Appendix A.5: Results 
The choice of algorithm is critical to the problem that has to be solved. There is no algorithm 

that can be considered ideal for all types of problems. For this thesis work some constraints 

that should be considered for a choice of algorithm are 

� Some parameters are discrete in nature like the number of stiffeners and brackets.  

� Choice of algorithm is limited to what is available in CATIA. This again is dependent 

on the type of license and products installed. 

� Search space is not understood. In engineering design problem the search space is 

usually not visible. Meaning it does not have a clear visual form that can be easily 

plotted like the test functions as seen in Appendix A5. Perhaps simple problems which 

have polynomial relations can be visualized as having a derivative. 

The question of choosing an appropriate algorithm keeping in mind the above constraints was 

done using 2 test functions.   

� Dejong3: Appendix 5.1 shows the surface plots and test results which shows clearly 

that the SA has definitely found the minima, within the range specified. The gradient 

method was not at all successful at improving the objective value. The reason is that 

the derivative on a flat surface points in a direction that has the same objective 

function value and hence there is no room for improvement.  

� Dejong5: Appendix 5.2 shows the surface plots and some test results. This is a 

multimodal test function. The tests again show that the SA is better in navigating the 

peaks of the Dejong5 function and reaches near the global value. This may not be the 

best but the fact that for many runs it still finds the best value somewhat close to the 

theoretical value is definitely good. 

A.5.1 Results for the dejong3 function:  
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A.5.2 Results for the dejong5 function: 
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*The surface plots of Dejong3 and Dejong5 test functions were obtained from the course 

material of TMKT48-Design Optimization. 


